It is time for users of corporate financial statements to demand an end to abusive earnings management (EM). EM has persisted for decades as Accrual-based and Real EM. Both flourish inside vague accounting principles and under the veil of corporate secrecy. The existence of EM is irrefutable; it is well-documented in professional and academic literature. What is missing from the literature are simple, commonsense strategies for eliminating EM or rendering it harmless. EM is bad for our financial system for many reasons. When business leaders abandon EM or use it sparingly, financial reporting will increase in quality.
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INTRODUCTION

Earnings Management (EM) has been a problem for stakeholders in public companies for decades (Healy, 1985). EM occurs when company insiders use their knowledge of complicated accounting rules and ability to time business transactions to manage earnings either up or down in the short term. Markets tend to reward companies that meet or beat consensus earnings targets; companies that miss earnings targets are punished. Company insiders can personally benefit from EM. However, they have a fiduciary duty to maximize the long-term value of all the company’s stakeholders in accordance with corporate strategy and corporate social responsibility. Earnings and profits are good, and executives are right to maximize them. They should be rewarded for creating and sustaining value for all stakeholders. However, if the earnings are the result of short-term schemes that benefit some stakeholders in one period while hurting other stakeholders in the future, the earnings are illusory. When abused, EM robs from the future to pay current benefits.
Corporate leaders, lenders, financial analysts (FAs), regulators, and auditors all know about and understand EM. It lurks within complicated accruals, biased estimates, and ambiguous accounting principles (Capkun, Collins, & Jeanjean, 2016) and is protected by corporate secrecy. Clever use of EM is rewarded by markets and will enrich its masters. However, when earnings are managed, the truth is obscured and confidence in financial information is eroded. If a company is a going concern, most stakeholders will favor a long-term approach over a short-term one. Short-term decisions and abrupt changes in accounting principles can hurt long-term investors. However, not every stakeholder is long; if a stakeholder is in a short position EM might protect them. Feres de Almeida, Neto, Furieri Bastianello, and Zandomenigue Moneque (2012) revealed one possible benefit of income smoothing; smoothing through EM makes business leaders less likely to take a sudden, aggressive write-down that would harm short-term stakeholders. Since markets can overreact to negative surprises, business leaders can unfairly harm some investors that find out about a corporate loss too late to hedge their position.

Signaling accounting information to the public may mitigate stakeholder losses, but it can be risky because company leaders possess valuable inside information. They must be careful to disclose information properly. Disclosure and transparency can reduce the signaling costs. Otherwise, clumsy use of smoothing can prepare markets to expect good news or bad news (Jiang, & Yang, 2016). On the one hand, investors might view an aggressively conservative estimate or accrual favorably, especially those in a long position. On the other hand, too much upward EM might send a signal that company leaders are struggling to find a successful and sustainable business strategy; the EM is delaying the eventual demise. EM distorts reality.

EM dilutes the quality of earnings reports and creates inefficiency in the market due to information asymmetry. There will always be some information asymmetry in order to protect company proprietary information and marketing strategy. However, EM makes it difficult for people to trust financial information and make sound investment decisions. Not all EM is equal, some company leaders use EM wisely and sparingly. Others can go too far. If company leaders make the right call, EM may never be
noticed. However, if company leaders engage in EM for too long, they may be forced to violate Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) to cover up a misstated balance sheet (Ettredge, Scholz, Smith, & Sun, 2010). For example, if a company needs just a penny to meet earnings expectations, that one comes cheap. Company leaders only need between $0.00001 and $0.005 to round up the EPS one cent. Second, third, and subsequent pennies come at the full price.

**FIGURE 1**
THE SOCIALLY OPTIMAL LEVEL OF EM

Why has no one done anything substantial to eliminate EM or make it harmless to stakeholders? Have business leaders, investors, lenders, and regulators become comfortable with the present cost-benefit paradigm and decided there is no reason to disrupt the status quo? If so, our financial system has reached a situation with respect to EM known as the *socially optimal level* of an externality (Anderson, 2015). Perhaps the perpetual problem of EM is that no one has suggested an end to the practice. Maybe that time is now.

The author of this paper will discuss the problem of EM in the business world. EM is a significant problem in financial markets. This assertion rests upon a vast foundation of professional and academic literature on the subject. The author encourages a more robust scientific study of EM by more experienced and qualified academics and scholars.

EM is a major problem, but there are simple, common sense solutions. Because EM is so entrenched in the business community, all stakeholders that rely on accurate financial reporting need to support its elimination. Apart from the literature review, the author of this paper acknowledges most of the assertions are only based on opinion; specific examples and candid discussion of EM are difficult to obtain. Talking openly about EM is too dangerous for business leaders because they might expose themselves to legal jeopardy from disgruntled outside stakeholders and skeptical regulators. EM is a problem, but there are solutions.

**The Significance of the Study of EM**

This study of EM is significant because EM is a common business problem. EM erodes the quality of financial information and undermines trust in reporting. Investors should be able to rely on financial statements. When EM is used, company insiders can reap huge personal benefits at the expense of outsiders. Outside stakeholders are entitled to know the details of important accounting policies (FASB, 2018a). EM creates information asymmetry; it prevents company outsiders from making informed financial decisions based on sufficient information. EM can deceive stakeholders; it can violate GAAP requirements to disclose the use of *atypical* and creative methods of revenue recognition and accruals.
(FASB, 2018b). Surreptitious use of EM makes financial analysis more difficult for investors and forces auditors to increase testing and fees. If business leaders use EM well, they can enrich themselves at the expense of other stakeholders. If they do not use EM well, they can cause huge losses for unwary investors when their financial shenanigans are exposed.

FIGURE 2
THE EM EXTERNALITY

Not all the costs of EM are external. Nketia (2019) explored the use of EM in private firms. Even though non-listed companies do not have to conform to GAAP and issue audited financial statements, research shows that they can engage in EM after incurring debt. Business leaders will incur the expense of learning about and employing EM because those costs are outweighed by the draconian consequences of violating a debt covenant or other contractual agreement. However, EM is not used to the same extent when original or new debt is being acquired. This may be because the perceived costs of EM are not exceeded by lower borrow rates from EM-enhanced financial statements. This research is very interesting because it might establish an estimate of cost-considerations and thresholds that business leaders use before they engage in EM. Business leaders know that EM is risky; in the extreme, EM use is a moral hazard.

The people who use EM keep the information close; they are careful with whom they discuss the matter with and avoid documentation. This is known as information asymmetry and can constitute a violation of fiduciary duty. If everyone knew about the EM because company leaders disclosed it and detailed their EM policy in their reports, there would be no problem. However, without any rules, policies, or controls, few company leaders would admit to using EM because of the potential for huge civil and criminal liabilities. If business leaders cannot speak openly about something they are indeed doing with other peoples’ assets, perhaps it is wrong. EM can appear benign and clever use can remain undetected. Unfortunately, business leaders can go too far. At its worst, EM can devolve into outright fraud, lead to restatements of financial reports (Ettredge et al., 2010), financial scandals, company bankruptcy, and huge stakeholder losses.
A Review of the Professional and Academic Literature

EM is a common problem for publicly listed companies. The practice is well documented in the business world; from 2007-2017, an average of over 140 articles on EM appeared each year in scholarly journals (Mindak, Sen, & Stephan, 2016; Vladu, 2015). EM comes in two forms. Accrual-based EM (AEM) exploits complexity and vagueness in accounting rules to either increase or decrease revenue (Filzen, & Peterson, 2015; Greiner, Kohlbeck, & Smith, 2017). Capkun et al. (2016) showed that some companies exploited the transition period for adopting International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) to engage in EM. Evans, Houston, Peters, and Pratt (2015) suggest that principles-based IFRS is more conducive to AEM. AEM often involves management estimates and manual journal entries; it leaves evidence in the accounting system. For example, overly optimistic or conservative estimates and accruals will likely attract attention. A recently discovered method of AEM by retailers is creativity in estimating gift card breakage, or lost or unredeemed gift cards (Kaufinger, 2015). Aggressive or conservative estimates can boost earnings now or roll them forward, respectively. Whenever management makes estimates that can create an opportunity for both upward and downward EM. There should always be substantial evidence to support their calculations and estimates if they are material. Auditors understand AEM is a potential problem in estimates and accruals; they have developed strong analytical tools to detect the practice.

Real EM (REM) is more difficult to detect because only its perpetrators know the true story. REM involves altering the scope and timing of legal business transactions. GAAP does not prohibit REM (Greiner et al., 2017; Evan et al., 2015). For example, if business leaders cut back on expenses or accelerate revenues for strategic reasons, it is not REM. EM is the means to obtain short-term ends for some people. If business leaders cut back on expenses in one period to boost earnings and then increase the same expenses in the following period, it is probably REM; there is no economic reason for it.

One expense that is an easy victim of REM is research and development (R&D). Investing in R&D can lead to innovation and valuable discoveries. Along with acquisitions, it can be of strategic importance for many companies striving to obtain or maintain a competitive advantage in the marketplace. However, if the choice for executives is between meeting an important sales or earnings target or maintaining R&D spending, often R&D will suffer (Grabińska, & Grabiński, 2017; Fang, & Fu, 2018). This seems like an easy choice because the financial payoff for R&D is in the future and, if reduced, the cost savings can boost earnings in the current reporting period. An exception to the common pillaging of R&D for REM may be innovative-intensive companies, those identified by registering new patents. Hu (2019) argues that if EM is deemed necessary by the leaders of such companies, they will likely maintain R&D and opt for AEM, instead. Marketing expenses are often cut for REM, even though it can hurt sales and brand image over time. Because sales and expenses can be related, REM can often have a detrimental impact on future periods and harm stakeholder value.

Revenues can be shifted between reporting periods. If a company loosened credit standards with customers or offered temporary discounts, sales would likely increase in the short-term. This change in policy would boost earnings in the quarter of the change (Collins, Pungaliya, & Vijh, 2017). However, if credit standards are set too low or discounts set too high, the increased bad debt expenses in the future and decreased sales from customers’ over-purchasing would result in lower earnings in other periods. EM often takes from the future to create a benefit the present (Medeiros Cupertino, Lopo Martinez, & da Costa Jr., 2016).

EM makes a business look better to investors, but that image is artificial. Business leaders often engage in EM prior to selling new equities or borrowing (Cohen, & Zarowin, 2010; Mellado-Cid, Jory, & Ngo, 2017). Another opportunity for EM is to boost the stock price right before an executive’s stock options vest (Cheng, Lee, & Shevlin, 2016) or at year-end to increase a performance bonus. Company leaders can tinker with the estimated tax expense and related accruals the end of the year to manage earnings if needed at the very last moment (Dhaliwal, Gleason, & Mills, 2004). REM usually focuses on the short-term; this rewards some stakeholders at the expense of others. REM is subtle and can be difficult to expose.
EM can be either positive or negative, or both. In the case of negative EM, business leaders can store earnings in profitable periods for use in unprofitable periods (Naidu, & Patel, 2013). Sometimes a company has a great quarter or year. For example, leaders can store earnings for later by over-estimating the taxes payable or increasing the allowance for doubtful accounts (Dhaliwal et al., 2004; Trejo-Pech, Weldon, & Gunderson, 2015). When they need some earnings to meet a target in the future, they can conveniently discover the previous over-estimates and conservative accruals will eventually reverse in the future (Legoria, Melendrez, & Reynolds, 2013). In the case of allowance for doubtful accounts or warranty liabilities, an overestimate will mean not having to recognize as much expense in future periods; this will make earnings larger than they would have been. Storing earnings for later is referred to as the accounting cookie jar (Ekimoff, 2014, Caylor, & Chambers, 2015).

It takes professional judgment and skepticism to determine whether a business decision is legitimate or constitutes REM. Auditors worry about REM because it can signal a poor ethical tone in the executive suite (Commerford, Hermanson, Houston, & Peters, 2016). The frequent use of AEM and REM can indicate a proclivity for fraud by company leaders. Often, when companies are forced to restate earnings, there is ample evidence of EM in prior periods (Ettredge et al., 2010). Both AEM and REM can be used to manage earnings across accounting periods (Vladu, 2015), either together or individually. EM is also known as smoothing (Ekimoff, 2014).

EM results from the agent-principle problem (Palliam, & Shalhoub, 2003); EM should be viewed through the lens of agency theory (Bendickson, Muldoon, Liguori, & Davis, 2016; Paiva, Lourenço, & Branco, 2016; Pepper, & Gore, 2015). Business leaders can use EM to advance their short-term interests at the cost of principals’ long-term interests. Both AEM and REM can create moral hazard and adverse selection dangers. EM, particularly REM, is very difficult to detect because only insiders know for certain it is being used. Otherwise, it might just appear to be savvy business acumen. Agency costs to prevent reckless EM, such as monitoring and internal controls, can be expensive (Chandren, 2016); principals should keep an eye on their agents or suffer the consequences. Often, qualitative methods are required to detect REM (Legoria et al., 2013; Antwi, & Hamza, 2015). REM thrives due to information asymmetry, vagueness, and ambiguity; all these issues stem from agency problems.

EM also causes signaling problems in the market (Jiang, & Yang 2016) because the practice conceals correct information and reveals incorrect information. Not only are investors mislead by EM. If business leaders make clever use of EM, they can sabotage the decision-making at competing firms. Li (2016) shows that when leaders in firms misperceive a rival’s good financial performance, they can over-invest in assets and acquisitions in a desperate attempt to remain competitive. Other unwise decisions can include over-spending on R&D and marketing, reducing prices unnecessarily, and over-cutting other expenses. Unfortunately, business leaders mislead by their rivals’ clandestine use of EM are chasing a very expensive illusion. EM can create waste and inefficiency in the marketplace, to the detriment of society.

People experienced in finance and corporate reporting can detect even subtle EM. For example, if earnings quality is considered high, then outsiders rely on the income statement to predict future earnings; if earnings quality is low, then they rely on cash flows instead (Al-Attar, Maali, 2017). In the latter case, markets stop trusting the GAAP income statement because of AEM. Experienced financial analysts and other savvy outside stakeholders can adjust earnings expectations and pricing to negate the effects of EM. However, unwary stakeholders are likely to be harmed due to information asymmetry and signaling misconceptions. Too much EM can render accrual-based financial statements useless; a false balance [sheet] is an abomination (Proverbs 11.1) and undermines the efficient allocation of capital. Abusive EM can cause great harm to society.

Markets tend to reward upward EM (Mindak et al., 2016); when a company meets or beats earnings expectations it’s stock price usually increases. The downside of EM is that it favors short-term gains at the expense of long-term value. The boost in the stock price is unjustified and temporary. If managers view EM as insufficient to prevent a shock, they can engage in expectations management; they can release negative information to cause FAs to lower earnings expectations (Zhu Liu, 2014). For example, business leaders can file an 8K to report monthly sales to show declines. They can also leak information
to the public that earnings are down for a period, but this might violate rules. This practice will mitigate the negative market reaction to poor earnings. Markets dislike EM; it weakens earnings quality and increases uncertainty and risk.

Sometimes the qualitative side of financial reporting is more important than the numbers. For example, the Management Discussion and Analysis (MD&A) portion of the annual report is studied closely. Press releases and earnings conference calls also provide valuable information and signaling to company outsiders. Xuan, Siew Hong, & Yinglei (2014) studied the words used by company leaders in public disclosures and found that an abnormally positive tone was indicative of future poor performance. Investors should be wary of excessively positive language; ordinary language carries more credibility (Zhu Liu, 2014). Lo, Ramos, and Rago (2016) show a positive relationship between complexity and unreadability of the MD&A section and EM. If it is too wordy or cryptic, that section of the annual report might be indicative of EM. This finding supports the notion that good information is easier to convey than bad information (Hancock, Curry, Goorha, & Woodworth, 2008). The truth is easy because it is founded in fact, obfuscation has no basis in facts and must be created. Any public release by business leaders can provide clues of EM and stakeholders should be wary.

Few companies win all the time. When a company has a bad quarter or year, leaders can take the opportunity to clean up all the problems with the balance sheet in one fell swoop. They can recognize all impairments and write-downs. This tactic is a form of EM known as the big bath (Jordan, & Clark, 2015; Trejo-Pech et al., 2015). An ideal opportunity for an EM big bath is when a new CEO arrives at the company. A new CEO prefers to start her tenure with a loss for several reasons, such as the market tends to punish the company the same way whether there is a big loss or small loss, getting rid of unproductive assets will boost future ROA and ROE, and starting with a loss will make any future good performance look even better (Jordan, & Clark, 2015). A big bath is an opportunity for company leaders to get some small benefit from an otherwise bad reporting period.

EM is a business problem because business leaders can use it to achieve higher than normal earnings to meet expectations (Evans et al., 2015). FAs are professionals that work for firms or institutional investors to monitor the performance of companies (Zhu Liu, 2014); FAs often set quarterly sales and earnings expectations for the companies they monitor (Fedyk, 2017; Mindak et al., 2016). Those earnings announcements and the company’s respective miss, meet, or beat announcements are all closely watched by investors. FAs rely on company information; they can be victims of EM like everyone else. Not every publicly-traded company has a dedicated FA, but a large corporation may have several FAs monitoring its performance at all times. FAs know a lot about the companies they monitor and the industry, but they are still outsiders. People in the financial and accounting industry do not all agree on the merits of the FA.

On the one hand, many people believe that the FA provides an invaluable service to stakeholders. FAs are often the ones to ask tough questions of managers, demand accurate financial reporting, explain complicated business transactions, and expose accounting fraud (Zhu Liu, 2014). With one or more FAs snooping around, the presumption is that company managers will be more honest and transparent; they will avoid aggressive and creative accounting and will avoid decisions that favor short-term goals. Research supports this view. Company leaders know they will have to face FA questions at every quarterly earnings conference call. EM is negatively related to FA and institutional investor coverage (Zhu Liu, 2014). More proof of FA value is the fact that capital markets rely on their opinions heavily (Fedyk, 2017). Business leaders also acknowledge the value of FA earnings expectations; they understand that failure to meet or beat the FA targets will result in a negative market reaction (Mindak et al., 2016). Many business leaders view the FA expectations as their most important benchmark of success (Zhu Liu, 2014). Indeed, there is much evidence that the FA plays an important role in the business world.

On the other hand, some people in the financial industry feel that the FA can create more problems than benefits. Research shows that FAs are influenced by many factors, like company size and EM motivations (Qian, Gaixia, Jiayi, & Qun, 2017). FAs and can be biased and overreact to favorable company news and underreact to unfavorable company news (Caylor, Christensen, Johnson, & Lopez, 2015); FAs also cling to their errors for an average of three quarters before abandoning them (Fedyk, 2017). It is hard to admit when you are wrong. FAs can lack the experience, skills, and independence to
act as effective monitors. For example, a FA can fail to spot an aggressive, complicated accrual that must reverse in the future or might have too many financial ties with a company to be objective (Zhu Liu, 2014). If a FA sets earnings targets too high, company leaders can respond with aggressive upward EM (Caylor, 2010). If a FA sets earning targets too low, company leaders can use conservative accounting principles in GAAP to stash some earnings away for future use in the cookie jar. Although revenue-decreasing EM is not rewarded by the market, it is made possible by FA underestimate errors (Mindak et al., 2016). In some ways, FAs can contribute to the EM problem by setting earnings targets, but only company leaders can manage earnings and only they know for sure if a decision is EM.

Scholarly research yields some interesting results that confirm EM. In China, EM shows an inverted U shape when compared to CEO tenure. The Hu “U” can help regulators and analysts to anticipate increasing EM by executives, as they consolidate their power base in the executive suite and their compensation packages begin to vest (Hu, Hao, Liu, & Yao, 2015). After they maximize the benefits from EM, executives begin to see too many risks and decrease EM use. Other relationships between EM and CEO’s are more intuitive. Research shows that draconian government regulations, cost-leader marketing strategies, CEO reputation and popularity, and CFO gender have a clear and direct relationship to EM (Li, Luo, & Ng, 2014; Liu, Wei, & Xie, 2016; Peng, Lei, & Tingting, 2015; Peng, Lei, & Xiao, 2016; Welker, Ye, & Zhang, 2017). Governments and markets should be careful not to force companies to choose between EM and survival. Gender is also important. Not only is it the right thing to do but making the executive suite more gender-balanced will help to eliminate EM. Cohen, Ding, Lesage, and Stolowy (2017) show that despite sensational media coverage of fraud cases, flamboyant executive lifestyle and personality cannot easily predict a tendency for unethical behavior.

FIGURE 3
CEO TENURE AND EM

Of course, some issues have an inverse relationship to EM. Such anti-EM factors are strong executive subordinates, strong and large Boards, and FA coverage (Cheng, Lee, & Shevlin, 2016; Yasser, & Al Mamun, 2016; Qaiser, & Abdullah, 2016; Zhu Liu, 2014). Untenured executives are more likely to take a dim view of short-sighted EM and oppose the strategy. They are long on the company and do not want to take reckless actions that might hurt the company and get them fired. Also, when a lot of powerful and knowledgeable people are watching business leaders, EM is made much more difficult. Research shows that CEO’s with accounting backgrounds are less conservative than others; however, the evidence does not indicate that an accounting background leads to more upward EM (Hu, Huang, Li, & Liu, 2017). The fact that some factors can either increase or decrease EM proves the pervasive existence of EM. There is no way to ignore the preponderance of the evidence that EM is a factor in publicly listed companies.
Strategies for Eliminating EM

Business leaders and managers focus on earnings—and they should. Principals hire them to use their talents, insights, and leadership to employ the organization’s assets in the most efficient manner to produce the greatest long-term benefits consistent with corporate strategy and corporate responsibility. However, managers can focus on short-term benefits, particularly if there is excessive pressure to deliver results or if compensation is too dependent on aggressive targets. Strong corporate governance is required to eliminate EM. The directors of the corporation should structure executive compensation so that it does not reward reckless tactics to achieve short-term goals or discourage a prudent, long-term value strategy (Pepper, & Gore, 2015). If leaders are too risk-averse, that can lead to company failure, too. Managers should earn rewards for producing sustainable earnings and increasing stakeholder value.

It is not difficult for a corporation to develop and adopt a no-EM policy and to enforce it. Making sure that executives are challenged with reasonable targets is a good first step. Unreasonable targets often lead to EM, or worse. EM exists because it has been rewarded by the markets and has enriched company insiders that have successfully employed it. If the rewards stop, so will EM. If EM is eliminated or tamed, earnings quality will increase and that will be rewarded by markets. Investors will indeed pay a premium for high-quality financial reporting (Kamarudina, & Ismailb, 2014). Of course, high-quality reporting
means that the ups and downs smoothed out through EM will be exposed. Stock prices could suffer in the short-term until markets adjust to and accept the un-managed financial statements.

Companies that eliminate EM will have a competitive advantage over those that hold on to the old EM habits; those companies will be known for low earnings quality and suffer for it. Akisik and Gal (2017) show that customers will favor companies with strong internal controls and strong corporate social responsibility. Who would pay a premium stock price for an EM-using company and its low-quality earnings? In the following section, the author presents several strategies for business leaders to eliminate EM or render it harmless.

**Just One Simple Question**

Executives make plans. When an executive in considering deviating from the plan, she should ask herself, “how is this change not EM?” It is a simple question and documenting the answer should not be difficult. If something is EM it will involve a short-term issue and may benefit the decision-maker or only a few other well-connected stakeholders. A prudent business decision will benefit all the stakeholders and conform to corporate strategy and corporate responsibility. No company includes in its mission statement that its leaders will do whatever it takes to meet or beat arbitrary earnings targets announced by a FA or Wall Street, and yet many executives behave like that is the real mission. If company leaders alter accounting policies immediately before or after the announcement of EPS targets, it is probably EM (Caylor, 2010). A good corporate leader will inspire managers to do the right thing; in turn, good managers will to the right thing in the best way. Reckless EM is never the right thing. Eliminating EM can be quite simple.

**Using the Budget to Eliminating EM**

Budgets are almost universally used by managers to plan and control operations (Cardos, 2014; Radu, & Giju, 2015). Technology and communication improvements now allow managers to monitor differences between actual activity and budgeted activity in real or near-real time. Positive and negative variations in the budget, if material, demand investigation. Managers can then adjust operations to return to the budget. If the budget is defective, the budget can be changed. This is what managers do to achieve company goals and objectives. Deviating from the budget is not EM unless doing so is meant to achieve a short-term benefit that will reverse in a future period. Budgets are an important tool for managers to eliminate EM.

For example, if budgeted spending on marketing was reduced in one quarter and then increased over the budget in the following quarter, this would appear to be a classic example of EM. The marketing budget is prepared in advance. Presumably, if the marketing return on investment (MRI) was greater than one, every dollar spent on marketing would more than pay for itself in additional sales generated. Marketing is integrated with the company strategy. Shifting a budgeted expense from one period to the next boosts earnings in one period at the expense of another. It simply reverses in the next period.

Currim, Lim, and Zhang (2018) studied firms under FA earnings pressure; those firms were likely to reduce marketing expenses. They also showed that firms that resisted FA pressure and maintained marketing expenditures performed better over the long term. EM is a win-lose situation or a zero-sum game. Now consider the same scenario, except there is an economic benefit to the change in spending. If moving the marketing expense to the next period resulted in much lower rates for advertising or more effective media coverage for the same cost, it would be a long-term benefit to the company. It would be a win-win; there would be more earnings now and more earnings later. Managers should take advantage of every opportunity to increase earnings in a sustainable way. This is their fiduciary duty to principals.

Ultimately, EM is inconsistency founded in a desire to achieve an immediate need. Of course, managers cannot let a budget prevent them from adapting to changing business circumstances and opportunities. They should deviate from the budget when it makes sense to do so; deviating from the budget to achieve a short-term goal that will undermine future performance is not a good reason. Managers know why they make decisions; a person cannot accidentally engage in EM. Dhole, Manchiraju, and Suki (2016) show that managers understand the risks of EM; managers with large
pensions, or *inside debt*, are less likely to use EM. They don’t want to risk losing a large pension if the company fails. All managers need to do to prevent EM is to document the long-term reason for changing the status quo. Why was the change made? How is the decision not EM? These are not difficult questions. What is difficult is justifying EM, because there is often no economic reason to do it.

Abandoning EM means leaders give up the tools to meet short-term goals. Often, the company is within just a penny or two of meeting expected EPS. Because EPS is rounded up, often a small amount of EM will make the first extra penny. Other pennies demand *full price*. Executives that give up power to change earnings are at the mercy of the market reacting negatively to earnings surprised. Missing an EPS target can punish the stock price. Sometimes missing earnings by just a penny or two can lead to dramatic stock price movements. However, it says a lot about the ethics of company leaders that say *no* to EM; a strong ethical culture is a powerful weapon to fight EM (Malhotra, 2013). It means not doing something that will achieve a current earnings target in favor of sustainable earnings. There is evidence that markets discount the effects of EM in pricing, so again, the practice only benefits a few insiders (Goel, 2017). Abandoning EM might be painful for corporate stakeholders at first, but true financial statements are worth it.

There are consequences for failing to achieve targets, but companies with strong and ethical leadership and reasonable expectations will not set executives and managers up for failure. It is important to understand that when company insiders use EM to show success, it is really a failure. EM creates an illusion. If the Board and the stockholders approve an EM policy and it is disclosed in the annual report, the negative effects of EM can be reduced or eliminated. Investors can decide if they are comfortable with the policy and make an informed decision.

### Realistic Performance Targets

If the Board of Directors ignores the problem, EM can occur when executives need to boost earnings to meet the public’s periodic earnings expectations, like those set by a FA that monitors the company and its related industry. Despite their intuition and experience, the FA forecasters rely on incomplete information. Instead of letting outsiders set targets, the Board of Directors should do it themselves. The Board has access to propriety company data on a real-time basis. They also have the resources to obtain advice from experts to set reasonable targets. The targets should challenge executives to perform, but not to such an extent that they must rely on EM. Pressure, or incentive, is the pinnacle of the *Fraud Triangle* model (Cressy, 1973; see Appendix D). Executives should not be pressured too much because they possess vast opportunities to *cook the books* to meet targets or order subordinates to do so. Separating the role of CEO and Chairman will also increase accounting transparency (Yasser, & Al Mamun, 2016). Boards need to be vigilant in corporate governance and fight abusive EM.

Another benefit to the Board setting earnings targets is that they can make targets *dynamic*; they can quickly raise, or lower targets as internal and external circumstances change. For example, if a major macroeconomic event occurred, executives’ performance targets could be adjusted to exclude the effect of issues beyond their control. This can work both ways for executives. For example, if some event outside of the control of executives was beneficial to earnings, performance targets could be raised. This action would prevent executives from being lazy or setting up a cookie jar for future use. If some event outside of the control of executives was averse to earnings, targets could be lowered. This action should help prevent the desperate use of AEM and REM.

Holding people responsible for things outside of their control is poor leadership and an invitation for EM. Appendix C contains a simple framework for dynamic performance targets. The Board should pronounce judgment on their executives’ performances because only they have all the information to make the right decisions. They can consider FAs consensus sales and EPS targets, in their calculations. However, the Board should make the final call. Sometimes Board members might not always be the best defense against reckless EM usage. If a Board member is either increasing or decreasing his equity position in the short term, he should recuse himself from approving some executive policies to avoid a conflict of interest.
Greater Involvement by Audit Committee and Internal Auditors

The Audit Committee should play an active role in overseeing accounting policies. They can assign internal auditors to develop clear guidance for executives. Not every business decision should require notification to and approval from a higher authority in the company, but some level of materiality should be established. This is simply a common-sense internal control. No one should be able to cut spending on R&D or another expense deemed discretionary without some approval and coordination with strategy-setters. Those cuts might undermine the company’s integrated marketing plan or undermine innovation and new product development. Changes in corporate strategy can also involve very sensitive proprietary information and trade secrets. However, the company should be able to rely on the Audit Committee and internal auditors to protect this information.

Since the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, managers must establish and assess their internal controls. Having a clear policy limiting EM, training managers in the policy, and enforcing the policy sends a strong signal throughout the company. COSO (2013) provides a framework for internal controls, including control environment, risk assessment, control activities, information and communication, and monitoring. EM can be expensive. It exposes the company to huge legal liabilities. EM, especially REM, contributes to auditor resignations and higher audit fees (Greiner, Kohlbeck, & Smith, 2017). Executives should inform the Audit Committee about material accounting policy changes before they occur. Any policy changes made immediately before or after earnings expectations are announced should be explained and approved. With the internal audit department as a resource and independence required by SOX, the Audit Committee should prevent, detect and correct abusive EM (Abdullahi, & Ibrahim, 2017). See Appendix A for a definition and identification of EM and Appendix B for an example of internal controls over EM. Saying no to EM will reduce the cost and extent of audits and reap untold benefits from higher earnings quality. There is simply no reason for companies to allow unrestrained EM unless they want to maintain the option to cook the books.
The Need to Have Imagination and Creativity

Leaders of organizations must wage a constant war to prevent apathy and promote innovation. Government bureaucrats are not known for imagination and creativity (9/11 Report, 2004). The Securities and Exchange Commission needs to acquire imagination and creativity to fulfill its mission to protect investors. With a generous annual budget, the SEC can recruit talented people, provide them powerful tools, and employ the police powers of government. Does the SEC have informants in powerful institutions and corporations? Some CFOs and CEO’s might share details of EM if offered protection for cooperating. The SEC could ask a judge to authorize some wire-taps. If there were probable cause, it would be interesting to know what those chief executives talk about immediately before and after those earnings targets are announced every quarter on Wall Street. Many of them are discussing EM, or worse. The peer-reviewed journals contain undeniable evidence of this fact. With a little creativity and imagination, the SEC could do a better job. Under the watchful eye of its Inspector General, the SEC can and should find out is really going on without undermining anyone’s Constitutional rights.

The SEC can offer an amnesty program for EM users. For example, in the past, many Americans have had illegal overseas bank accounts. In 2009 Swiss bank USB was exposed for defrauding the U.S. Government; USB was not alone (Dorot, 2014). That summer, the Swiss agreed to lift their famous cloak of bank secrecy and fast-tracked cooperation with the U.S. Internal Revenue Service (U.S. & Switzerland, 2009). The IRS then launched several versions of an amnesty program for foreign bank account holders from 2009 to 2018; the IRS OVDIP program brought over 56,000 people out of the shadows and raised over $11 Billion in taxes and penalties (IRS, 2018). Simply allowing violators to come forward to avoid criminal penalties can work. There are many CEO’s and CFO’s that would like to stop the EM; they just want to come clean, take a big bath, and stop worrying about Federal agents breaking down the door. To be fair, the SEC is not alone. Accountants, financial analysts, business leaders, investors, lenders, and other regulators are guilty of looking the other way. Maybe it is time for everyone to take a big bath and start over.
Perhaps it is time to acknowledge that EM is a permanent part of our financial system. If that is the case, the SEC can instruct the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) to initiate a study to formally codify some EM into GAAP. FASB for years has allowed companies to smooth out large gains and losses in their huge pension funds (Keiso, Weygandt, & Warfield, 2016). Without the smoothing, market fluctuations would create unexpected gains and losses in comprehensive income; this might cause confusion. Maybe guidance for other smoothing is needed. Bringing EM out of the shadows and into the rules, principles, and reporting will lower EM costs from information asymmetry. The literature on EM indicates that FAs and other outsiders are adjusting earnings expectations and pricing to account for EM. This can create an EM-Cycle in which business leaders engage in EM to meet aggressive targets from FAs that are compensating for the EM. Eliminating EM or preventing its abuse will improve the accuracy of signaling, promote financial transparency, prevent restatements, and lower agency costs (Chandren, 2016). Expensive regulatory enforcement costs would also diminish. Auditors and regulators could focus on other issues. Maybe the financial world can live with a little EM, but how much? This is a wide-open area for new research.

CONCLUSION

EM is a pervasive problem in our financial system, but it has been tolerated for decades. Principals and professionals that have a duty to demand accuracy, sincerity, and transparency in financial reporting have become too cozy with the status quo. Now is the time for financial analysts, corporate governance, investors, lenders, auditors, and government regulators to demand that those in charge of corporate policy and strategy put a quick end to abusive EM. EM has never been complicated. It has always been about a
few winners and a lot more losers. Which company will be the first to declare its commitment to end EM? It is time to have a discussion and time for leaders to take a stand.

This paper adds value to the professional and academic discussion of EM. While most of the assertions and strategies presented in the paper are based on unscientific observation and opinion, each might offer an opportunity for future research. Perhaps researchers can find a way to prove some assertions with scholarly methods or offer better ones for study. Maybe some business leaders will reveal the truth, either anonymously or with protection from civil and criminal penalties. It is possible that someday EM can be brought out into the open and even codified in GAAP and IFRS. Talking more about EM will only bring more data, more understanding, more ideas, and better strategies to eliminate the practice or render it harmless.
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**APPENDICES**

**APPENDIX A**

**DEFINING AND IDENTIFYING EM**

1. **Start**
2. Company leaders maximize sales and earnings in a sustainable way that conforms to company strategy and social responsibility.
3. Will company leaders achieve sales and earnings goals set by internal and external stakeholders?
   - **YES**
   - Company leaders use critical thinking, knowledge, experience, and ethics to choose the best response.
4. Do company leaders change policies or alter business transactions to increase or decrease earnings?
   - **YES** This is EM
   - **NO** This is not EM
APPENDIX D
THE FRAUD TRIANGLE

Fraud is an intentional act of misappropriation assets or misstatement in the financial statements. Cressey (1973) first proposed a triad of elements that can be found in every case of fraud. The three elements are pressure and incentive, opportunity, and rationalization. It is important for leaders to understand the fraud triangle; they need to promote a high level of ethics and ensure that subordinates understand that fraud is never the way to advance their interests or those of the organization. If an organization does not over-pressure or incentivize, provide easy opportunities, and give cover for fraud, then fraud is much less likely to occur.

Pressure and Incentives
Every person in an organization faces financial pressure and is motivated by financial incentives. Leaders should find the right level of pressures and incentives to motivate subordinates. However, too much will encourage fraud. Financial pressures can come from both inside and outside of the organization. Forms can include very basic human needs, such as: Filling the tank with gas, buying diapers or baby formula, or paying doctor bills. A person facing this kind of pressure might cut back on non-essential spending, borrow from family and friends, or get a part-time job. They might also steal from the petty cash box, steal inventory, or commit some other fraud. What if an executive had only $0.05 EPS between her and $10 Million in performance bonuses or expiring out-of-the-month stock options? No one could blame her for one little journal entry. Pressure and incentives are powerful forces in peoples’ lives; each can lead good people to do bad things.

Leaders cannot control most of the pressures their employees face outside the organization, but they can make sure that organizational pressures are not the primary cause of fraud. Setting reasonable performance goals is a good policy. People should not be punished for failures due to macroeconomic issues that are beyond their control; likewise, they should not be rewarded for achievements that were not the result of their performance. Leaders can set a strong ethical tone, pay employees good salaries, provide financial training, and establish an assistance fund for employees’ emergencies. If leaders show subordinates that there are legal and ethical pathways to relieve pressures, that would reduce the likelihood of fraud.
Opportunity

Fraud can only occur if there is an opportunity, but there is almost always an opportunity for a
determined fraudster. This is because the cost of protecting an organization’s assets completely is simply
too expensive; organizations must accept some degree of risk of fraud. Many employees have access to
cash, inventory, and other assets. Others have access to the accounting system and can make journal
entries, enter data, or delete data. For example, a clerk might go into the payroll system and give
themselves a nice raise or put their spouse on the payroll, too. Smart people figure out ways to get around
the internal controls to steal assets. Some of them even figure out ways to cover up their crimes. If there is
an opportunity, fraud can occur.

The worst persons to over-pressure or over-incentivize are company leaders. They have the power to
direct subordinates, to change policies, and often have unrestricted access to assets and systems. Effective
internal controls and a strong, ethical tone are the best defense against fraud. Having a code of ethics is
meaningless unless leaders follow it and insist others do as well. Enron had a strong code of ethics and
Lay (2000) promulgated it to the entire company. However, the culture of the company was greed and
fraud; countless stakeholders were hurt by Enron’s collapse.

Rationalization

Few fraudsters see themselves as such. Everyone that commits fraud will attempt to rationalize their
actions. In the case of Enron, everyone was doing it. Other justifications for fraud include: I will return it
someday, the company doesn’t pay me enough for the work I do, or the company won’t miss it. If
employees are disgruntled, it is easier for them to justify stealing from the company. Paying respectable
salaries, maintaining a safe and professional workplace, and treating people with dignity are sound
leadership practices; each will go a long way toward discouraging people from committing fraud. People
will not commit fraud if they cannot justify or rationalize it.